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ABSTRACT
Data center energy consumption has become an increas-

ingly significant contributor both to greenhouse emissions

and costs. To increase utilization of individual hosts and im-

prove efficiency, most modern data centers co-locate work-

loads belonging to different application classes, some being

latency-sensitive (LS) and others best-effort (BE) which are

more tolerant to performance variation. It is therefore neces-

sary to design mechanisms that reduce power consumption

even in the resulting high-utilization environment, while

preserving LS task performance. Moreover, the abundance of

different workloads and the security implications of public

cloud make mechanisms that rely on extensive knowledge of

workload characteristics or on application-exported metrics

challenging to deploy.

We present PACT, PerApplicationClassTurbo Controller,
a system that leverages two novel mechanisms to reduce

power consumption even in highly-utilized data centers. By

treating applications like opaque boxes that do not need to

provide application-specific performance signals, the first

mechanism, Turbo Control, reduces power consumption by

decreasing the operating frequency and throttling only BE

tasks, without affecting performance-sensitive LS tasks. We

identify the shortcomings of Turbo Control and increase its

effectiveness by introducing CPUJailing, a mechanism that

allocates different sets of cores to LS and BE applications. We

deploy PACT (Turbo Control + CPUJailing) in production
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at Google’s data centers and demonstrate that it provides

workload-agnostic power savings of 9% on average together

with a 4% performance improvement for LS tasks across

thousands of workloads and nodes.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Policies to reduce energy consumption and greenhouse gas

emissions have been adopted by most countries and indus-

tries. For example, California has passed into law an ambi-

tious emissions curbing plan, i.e., to become carbon neutral

by 2045 [3]. Data centers consume significant amounts of

energy, accounting for about 3% of the global electricity con-

sumption or for nearly 40% more than the consumption of

the entire United Kingdom and their power consumption

is expected to double every four years [2]. Hence, reducing

data center power consumption is key to achieving local and

global environmental goals. Furthermore, from a data cen-

ter owner perspective, 25-40% of a data center’s operating

expenses are attributed to energy consumption [38] making

power savings an important consideration.

These incentives have led the research community and

the industry to work towards improving overall data cen-

ter efficiency. The first step was to reduce non-computing

related power consumption [5], e.g., cooling and power dis-

tribution overheads. Striving for even greener data centers,

the focus has shifted to improving computing efficiency in

two directions: increasing utilization and making servers

energy-proportional.

The first general approach is to increase workload con-

solidation by co-locating different workloads, drive up uti-

lization, and improve efficiency. In our setting, all workloads

run as one of two classes of applications: latency sensitive

https://doi.org/10.1145/3419111.3421274
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(LS) and best-effort (BE). LS jobs have tight Service-Level Ob-

jectives (SLOs), and are applications such as search engines,

advertising systems, and in general user-facing services. BE

jobs are throughput oriented applications with loose or no

SLOs, such as offline analytics. The co-location of LS and BE

jobs is challenging because interference between co-located

workloads can lead to degraded performance. Due to the

significant savings it produces and the work done on miti-

gating interference, this approach is now a common prac-

tice in the industry [11, 14, 15, 33, 42]. Systems such as Per-

fIso [16] and Scavenger [17] allow the co-location of LS and

BE tasks and increase utilization while reducing adverse in-

terference effects. Nevertheless, increasing utilization on its

own cannot provide the power savings necessary to achieve

our ambitious environmental goals; it is also necessary to

further improve efficiency by reducing power consumption

even at high utilization. An alternative approach is to tackle

the problem head-on and make data center servers energy-

proportional, i.e., scale the servers’ power consumption to

match their instantaneous load. The main issue is that data

center servers can still consume 30-60% of maximum power

even at low utilization [4]. Mechanisms such as Dynamic

Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) can lower the power

consumption by running workloads more slowly while pro-

cessor low power states (c-states) [1] can reduce the power

consumption of idle cores. However, these mechanisms pro-

duce diminishing returns in highly-utilized data centers that

host consolidated workloads.

The production environment that we target at Google has

the following characteristics [40] that make existing power

saving frameworks ineffective:

• Each machine is shared by tens or even hundreds of

different applications (Sec. 4.1).

• Cluster frameworks and operators generally do not

have visibility into application performance.

• Average machine utilization is high (> 50%).

• LS tasks are untouchable as far as performance is con-

cerned while BE tasks can tolerate performance vari-

ability.

• Cores are generally not reserved for specific applica-

tions and can be shared among multiple LS and BE

tasks.

This paper shows that it is possible to achieve considerable

power savings in such an environment with high utilization

and an arbitrary workload mix. To achieve that, we present

PACT, a new system that enables different frequency scal-

ing policies for different application classes. PACT consists

of two mechanisms, Turbo Control and CPUJailing. With

Turbo Control we can run LS tasks at high frequency while

the power savings come exclusively from slowing down

performance-insensitive BE tasks. Turbo Control does not

require any workload-specific knowledge and is deployable

in private and public data centers. We analyze the behav-

ior and performance of our framework and identify that

core sharing between LS and BE tasks is a significant factor

that limits Turbo Control’s effectiveness. To alleviate this

issue, we propose CPUJailing, a mechanism that improves

isolation by placing LS and BE tasks on two disjoint sets

of processor cores, called jails. Unlike previous approaches,

CPUJailing does not require any offline profiling and can

work with any set of workloads out of the box; a neces-

sary property that makes its deployment in shared clusters

feasible. PACT has been integrated with Google’s cluster

scheduler framework, Borg [42], and its behavior has been

evaluated in production. We show that combining the per
application class frequency scaling policy together with the
isolation provided by CPUJailing reduces power consumption
by 9% on average, while it improves the performance of LS
tasks by 4% on average.
In summary, the key contributions of this paper are as

follows:

• We exploit the performance expectations of different

application classes to develop PACT and achieve sig-

nificant power savings in a data center production

environment without relying on application-exported

metrics and without violating SLOs.

• We leverage core-level isolation techniques to make

our power savings method applicable to a wide uti-

lization range (up to 90%). Previously, such techniques

were used only for performance improvement.

• We evaluate PACT in a large-scale production environ-

ment with thousands of nodes at Google and demon-

strate significant power savings without affecting the

latency or the throughput of LS tasks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. § 2 moti-

vates the approach of per application class frequency scaling.

§ 3 presents the design and implementation of the Turbo

Control and CPUJailing mechanisms that compose PACT.

§ 4 demonstrates a thorough quantitative evaluation while

§ 5 discusses questions raised during evaluation. Finally, § 6

presents related work.

2 MOTIVATION
2.1 Design Requirements
From Google’s data centers’ characteristics described in Sec-

tion 1, three key design requirements arise that any power

management policy and system must satisfy:

• Mechanisms used to reduce power consumption need

to be application-agnostic and view workloads as

opaque boxes.
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• The performance of tasks should not deteriorate out-

side the SLO given by their application class.

• Given the high average utilization, power savings should

manifest at a wide utilization range (20%-90%).

By satisfying these constraints, PACT is applicable to a real

production context, with no assumptions on specific appli-

cations, or caps on the CPU usage of individual applications,

or restrictions on which application runs on which machine

which have been common in previous work. This is essen-

tial for using this mechanism in Google’s production data

centers. The rationale behind the requirements is further

explained in the rest of this section.

2.2 Why consider applications as opaque
boxes?

In our shared cluster setting, the challenge is to achieve

power savings without affecting application performance

or by affecting it within some acceptable limits. One com-

mon host-level power saving technique, DVFS, can lower

the power consumption by running workloads more slowly.

DVFS policies and mechanisms have become more sophis-

ticated over time, starting from power throttling of a chip

multi-processor [21], to finer-grain per-coremanagement [37,

39], to workload- and request-aware throttling decisions [9,

10, 20, 23, 31, 45, 46]. Newer approaches that can work in

high-utilization environments generally require visibility

into application-exported metrics. For example, Pegasus [23]

monitors application latency to determine how much power

to supply to each machine while ixcp [31] uses request queue

lengths to decide both how many cores an LS application

requires and the frequency settings used for these cores.

Techniques that enable workload co-location are susceptible

to interference caused by contention on shared resources

such as CPU, caches, memory, disk, and network. A large

number of existing systems [7, 12, 20, 24, 29, 31, 44, 48] mit-

igate this harmful interference by using application-level

metrics to monitor the performance of LS tasks and partition

the resources among the LS and the BE tasks.

In Google’s environment, application-level metrics are not

available. A cloud provider does not and should not have

visibility into client workloads running as containers or vir-

tual machines on its infrastructure. Moreover, even private

clusters are shared by applications and tasks belonging to

different organizations and users, making it hard to export

and even harder to balance resource allocation across dif-

ferent application-level metrics. That led to the emergence

of opaque-box approaches [16, 17] that partition resources

dynamically by reacting to demand changes in an online

manner. Such techniques have been used to improve per-

formance through better resource allocation. However, we

know of no existing opaque-box system that can reduce data

center power consumption without violating application

SLOs.

2.3 Why use application classes?
In Section 2.2 we saw that any mechanism usable in shared

and public data centers cannot have access to application-

level metrics and SLOs. This constraint seems to set up an

impossible problem; how can we avoid violating user-facing

SLOs without being able to monitor them?

The key observation we make is that we can leverage the

different expectations about the performance of different

application classes. At Google, the performance expectations

of each application are encoded in its chosen application

class. This approach lets application developers choose the

application class by reading the performance specifications

of each class and then testing the actual performance of their

application as if it were running as different classes. They

use the least "expensive" class that satisfies its performance

needs.

Applications running under the LS class expect consis-

tently great performance, so we cannot slow them down to

save power while maintaining a opaque-box view. On the

other hand, BE tasks can expect performance swings that

dwarf the performance effect of our power savings approach.

BE tasks do not have a latency SLO; their throughput SLO

simply ensures that they are getting the amount of CPU

they request, computed across multi-minute windows. This

allowed us to apply our method to BE tasks without break-

ing SLOs and without having to migrate sensitive apps to

LS. Hence, by considering application-class SLOs instead of

application-level ones [27], we simplify the problem to reduc-

ing power consumption without affecting the performance

of LS tasks in general.

2.4 Why focus on high utilization?
While the constraints of highly-utilized shared environments

are not amenable to the possibility of additional power sav-

ings, high utilization is now the common case in Google’s

production data centers [40] so we focused on exploring po-

tential solutions for this situation. Modern data centers use

power over-subscription [13, 25] which means more servers

are deployed than can be supported at peak load. Conse-

quently, enabling power savings at high machine utilization

is critical since that is when the peak power requirements

must bemet. To fit within the available power budget, servers

may have to be limited in their power usage or even shut

off by power capping [6, 22, 35]. Avoiding these extremely

user-impacting events leads to better user experience, can

enable higher power over-subscription, and saves on capital

expenses by delaying the building of new data centers.
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3 PACT
To meet the aforementioned requirements, we propose Per
Application Class Turbo Controller (PACT), a framework

that achieves power savings without sacrificing latency-

sensitive application performance in a shared cloud envi-

ronment, where each machine can be highly utilized and

have a mix of applications belonging to different classes. The

framework contains two major components:

• Turbo Control dynamically switches the frequency

of each CPU core to match the requirements of the

application currently running on that core.

• CPUJailing enhances Turbo Control by placing dif-

ferent application classes to different sets of cores.

Turbo Control and CPUJailing are analyzed in depth in

Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 respectively.

3.1 Turbo Control
Turbo Control is a mechanism that sets each core’s maximum

operating frequency according to the class of the application

running on the core at each point in time. Every time there is

a context switch between applications belonging to different

classes, the maximum frequency is adjusted to the one speci-

fied for the newly-scheduled application. In our setting, we

have only two application classes, latency sensitive (LS) and

best-effort (BE) tasks. To meet the requirements specified in

Section 2, Turbo Control runs LS applications at a fixed high

frequency. The policy is platform-aware and sets that fre-

quency to be the all-core turbo frequency of each processor,

i.e., the maximum frequency that all cores can run at simul-

taneously without exceeding the machine’s power budget.

We opted to use the all-core turbo frequency instead of the

processor’s maximum operating frequency for predictability

reasons. Otherwise, on machines with low utilization, the

higher CPU frequency could boost performance, but that

benefit would disappear when the machine got more loaded.

Such a behavior would make it harder both for the cluster-

level scheduler and for human operators to provision the

right amount of resources for different workloads. For BE

tasks, Turbo Control uses the processor’s base frequency to

limit power consumption without unreasonably degrading

performance. This is not a magic value; one can always se-

lect a higher frequency for less power savings and higher BE

performance, or a lower frequency for more power savings

and lower BE performance.

With this design, the Turbo Control component, as a stan-

dalone part, is able to achieve significant power savings at

low and medium utilization. Figure 1 indicates that Turbo

Control alone reduces power consumption when overall

machine utilization is below 60%. However, its limitations

appear at utilization higher than 60% as power consumption

Figure 1: Average power consumption in themachines
of a cluster as a function of machine utilization.

converges to the baseline. More details about the configura-

tion and the methodology for this experiment are provided in

§ 4. When machine utilization is low, the Linux kernel sched-

uler tends to spread the load to different physical and logical

(hyperthreads) cores. Thus, the probability of co-locating

applications belonging to different classes on the same phys-

ical core is lower. As machine utilization increases, such

overlapping is unavoidable. Additionally, the scheduler is

not hyperthread-aware and it does not consider frequency

requirements when taking thread placement decisions. As a

result of this, the higher the utilization the more likely that

two hyperthreads belonging to the same physical core run

different application classes. In that case, the platform hard-

ware corrects the conflict by running the core at the higher

of the two frequency settings. This is a desirable design as

it guarantees high performance for latency sensitive appli-

cations. On the other hand, it neutralizes the power saving

effort when application-class overlapping is high.

Not only does the co-location of LS and BE tasks on the

same physical core limit power savings but it can also affect

the performance of LS tasks. Every time the execution of

an LS task follows that of a BE task on the same core, the

frequency increases. However, the increase does not hap-

pen instantaneously. As shown in Section 4, this frequency

switching latency can result in running LS tasks at a lower

frequency for short periods of time after context switching

which degrades their performance and violates the require-

ments set in § 2.

Due to the aforementioned issues, Turbo Control by itself

would not be effective in our production environment. To

mitigate them, we propose a CPU isolation mechanism called

CPUJailing which is described in the next section.
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3.2 CPUJailing
CPUJailing is a CPU isolation mechanism that aims to sep-

arate LS and BE tasks in shared cluster environments. It

requires no offline training or configuration and thus it can

be directly applied to any workload combination. We show-

case that, by placing LS and BE tasks in separate physical

cores, CPUJailing enables Turbo Control to achieve power

savings even at high utilization as shown in Figure 1. More-

over, the improved performance it provides by mitigating

interference due to physical and logical core sharing and its

general applicability makes it worth to be considered as a

stand-alone mechanism (§5).

Figure 2: Core placementwithout (a) andwith (b) CPU-
Jailing.

3.2.1 Design
. The main component of CPUJailing is a controller that runs

periodically and works on a per socket basis. Algorithm 1

describes the controller’s functionality. First, the controller

calculates the total CPU utilization of all LS and BE tasks in

a socket (lines 5,7). Then, based on these utilization metrics,

it determines whether the mechanism can be active in the

socket. The mechanism is active when the LS and the BE

CPU usage can fit in the socket along with a number of buffer

cores for LS tasks, i.e., an LS buffer (line 9).

These extra cores are necessary as LS tasks can have

very bursty behavior and utilization patterns [16]. With ap-

proaches that assign tasks to subsets of cores, an important

risk is that LS tasks that need CPU time may not have access

to it due to the subset being too restricted. If an LS task is

limited to a subset of the cores of the system and such a spike

happens, its inability to expand can lead to severe service

level objective violations, especially regarding its tail behav-

ior [16]. If we are pro-active and over-provision cores to the

LS tasks by creating the LS buffer (line 6), we can avoid such

a problem. This is demonstrated in Section 4 as we observe

no LS performance regression due to CPUJailing. The sizing

of the buffer is discussed in §3.2.2.

When the tasks can fit in the socket and therefore the

mechanism is active, a number of cores equal to the sum of

the LS utilization and the LS buffer is added to the system-

wide LS CPU mask (lines 10,11). The rest of the cores in

the socket are added to the BE CPU mask (lines 12,13). If

1 CPUJailing Controller

1: procedure CPUJailing :

2: ls_jail← ∅
3: be_jail← ∅
4: for socket in sockets do
5: ls_util← ceil(get_ls_util(socket))

6: ls_util← ls_util + ls_buf
7: be_util← ceil(get_be_util(socket))

8: num_cores← get_num_cores(socket)

9: if be_util + ls_util ≤ num_cores then
10: ls_socket_mask←
11: get_N_CPUs(socket, ls_util)

12: be_socket_mask←
13: socket_mask \ ls_socket_mask
14: else
15: ls_socket_mask← socket_mask

16: be_socket_mask← socket_mask

17: ls_jail←
18: ls_jail ∪ ls_socket_mask

19: be_jail←
20: be_jail ∪ be_socket_mask

21: for task in ls_tasks do
22: task.cpumask←
23: task.cpumask ∩ ls_jail

24: for task in be_tasks do
25: task.cpumask←
26: task.cpumask ∩ be_jail

high utilization prevents the LS buffer allocation, we can-

not guarantee CPU isolation. CPUJailing self-disables in the

socket, the full socket CPU mask is added to both the LS and

BE system-wide jails (lines 15,16), and we fall back to the

original core allocation.

Once this process is done for all sockets, the CPU masks

of the LS and BE tasks are adjusted accordingly. More specif-

ically, we choose to use the intersection of the CPUJail-

ing CPU mask and the pre-existing CPU mask for each task

(lines 21-26) in order to minimize the interference with other

control mechanisms that might be adjusting the tasks’ CPU

masks. The pre-existing mask in this case is set by these

other mechanisms and has nothing to do with the output of

previous iterations of the CPUJailing controller. For example,

we would not want to interfere with any throttling policy

that might restrict the number of runnable cores for a given

task. By taking the intersection between the two CPU masks,

we make sure that the task is going to run on a subset of the

cores it was originally going to run on.
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3.2.2 Design Considerations
. Sizing the LS Buffer:We explored many options regard-

ing how to size the LS buffer. We considered having a fixed

number of cores, e.g., 4 or 8 similar to the PerfIso [16] sys-

tem, or scale it dynamically according to the LS tasks’ CPU

utilization. Our decision was guided by the fact that we want

to run BE and LS tasks on separate physical cores in order to

enable per application class turbo control. This constraint

guided our design choice. We dynamically adjust the buffer

size to be equal to the LS task utilization in each socket with

the buffer consisting of the hyperthread pairs of the cores

belonging to the LS jail. For example, for an application that

used 4 hyperthreads during the previous monitoring period,

the CPUJailing controller would allocate 4 hyperthreads for

the LS jail and 4 for the LS buffer, i.e., 8 hyperthreads be-

longing to 4 physical cores in total. This way, LS tasks run

on separate physical cores from BE tasks without sacrificing

their performance. Tasks that benefit from shared caches can

use hyperthread pairs while single-threaded tasks or tasks

that perform better if they fully occupy a physical core will

not suffer from interference.

If there are not enough idle cores for the buffer, the CPU-

Jailing mechanism self-disables. This can happen only when

the utilization is high and attributed mostly to LS tasks. As

we show in §4.1, in Google’s data centers the job mix is bal-

anced making this a rare occurrence. Moreover, in such a

scenario there are not many opportunities for power savings

anyway since LS tasks cannot be throttled.

Jail size stability: Initially, the CPUJailing controller loop
ran every second and adjusted the jail sizes and CPU masks

accordingly. However, we observed that this caused very

frequent jail adjustments, increased CPU usage by the con-

troller itself and led to some loss of locality for the tasks

as they were bouncing around. Since we care mostly about

the performance of the LS tasks, we adjusted the controller

accordingly. It still checks the utilization every second and

calculates new jail sizes. If the size of the LS jail increases,

the controller normally assigns more cores to the jail and

adjusts the CPU masks. If the size of the LS jail decreases,

it does not change the jail allocation until thirty seconds

have passed since the previous adjustment. This way, we

avoid many marginal and unnecessary adjustments without

penalizing the performance of LS tasks.

3.3 Implementation
Both Turbo Control and CPUJailing were implemented in

C++ as additions to Borglet, the per-node agent of Google’s

cluster management system [42]. Borglet runs as a user-

space daemon thatmanages applications isolated using Linux

cgroups.

For Turbo Control, the user-space node agent interprets

a policy file that specifies frequency requirements for the

different application classes. It is able to determine the class

of each application from information present in cgroupfs.

However, the real control of core frequency is implemented

via a new kernel patch. The patch leverages fine-grained

scheduling control and adjusts the core frequency based on

the class of the upcoming process every time the scheduler

initiates a context switch. The kernel is able to limit the

maximum frequency and implement the policy specified for

each application class by writing the user-defined input to

the processor’s MSR registers.

Information necessary for CPUJailing is also read from

cgroupfs. These data include but are not limited to metrics

regarding resource usage, e.g., CPU utilization, various prop-

erties, e.g., priority, and limits, e.g., CPU mask. Similarly,

tasks’ CPU masks are updated by writing to the correspond-

ing cpuset files in cgroupfs.

To accommodate for more application classes in the future,

we can define additional operating frequencies based on each

class’ SLO for Turbo Control and allocate additional jails for

CPUJailing.

3.4 What other approaches have we
considered?

Other approaches under consideration were:

• Run all tasks at a lower frequency. This reduces LS job

performance and may require more servers to handle

peak load.

• Run tasks belonging to different application classes on

different machine pools and apply different policies

per pool, e.g., employ DVFS on the BE pool only. This

makes it difficult to reach high utilization.

• Run BE tasks on a specific subset of cores in each

machine. This assumes a certain distribution of LS and

BE tasks which is generally unknown to the cluster

owner and hard to predict [16].

• Let BE jobs run only at low utilization time. This ap-

proach is compatible with PACT .

• Observe application-level metrics and do fine-grain

management. This is only possible if customers offer

visibility to such metrics.

4 EVALUATION
In evaluating PACT, we aim to answer the following ques-

tions:

(1) What are the characteristics of the workloads and the

evaluation environment we use? (§4.1)

(2) How much power can we save? (§4.2)

(3) Do we have to sacrifice LS performance in order to

save power? (§4.3)
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(4) Both components of PACT are potentially usable in

separation. What would be the resulting performance

and power savings?

Experimental Setup: We evaluate PACT in two produc-

tion clusters at Google, Cluster A and Cluster B, each with

more than 10,000 machines of different hardware platforms.

Tasks submitted by different teams and organizations are

placed to individual servers by centralized cluster managers.

Each machine can run tens or hundreds of tasks with dif-

ferent characteristics and performance requirements. This

setup creates a natural testbed which allows us to evaluate

PACT and detect statistically significant performance im-

provements. We randomly assign each machine to one of 4

sets, each with a different configuration.

• Baseline: The pre-existing configuration that runs all

workloads using the all-core turbo frequency.

• CPUJailing: Only the CPUJailing mechanism is en-

abled.

• Turbo Control: Only the Turbo Control mechanism

is enabled.

• PACT: Both the Turbo Control and CPUJailing mech-

anisms are enabled.

Metric Collection: Performance and powermetrics from

each machine are collected and aggregated at 5-minute inter-

vals by a centralized service. For our evaluation of PACT we

analyze the metrics over a 10-day period in November 2019.

We report the metrics in two flavors. First, bar charts are

included to show the value of different metrics aggregated

and averaged cluster-wide for each day of the 10-day period.

The error bar on these charts shows the standard deviation

across different days. Second, to explain and reason about

the behavior of the mechanisms we evaluate, we plot power

and performance metrics as functions of the machine utiliza-

tion. We place machines in different buckets according to

their CPU utilization and aggregate the metrics of interest

for each bucket. We define utilization as the CPU usage over

the 5-minute metric collection window. Utilization buckets

where the number of samples is small enough that is not

representative have been omitted. Power measurements are

collected using Intel’s Running Average Power Limit (RAPL).

4.1 Cluster and Workload Characteristics
In this section we explore the characteristics of the clusters

that we use to evaluate PACT. Both clusters have machines

with Intel CPUs that support per-core frequency adaptation;

machines in Cluster A have CPUs belonging to an older

generation.

First, we compare the fraction of cycles in each cluster

that are consumed by Latency Sensitive tasks. In Figure 3a

we observe that Cluster A spends 45.8% of its cycles on LS

tasks, while Cluster B is more LS-heavy, spending 53.4%

of its cycles on LS tasks. As expected due to how Turbo

Control and CPUJailing work and as we will see in §4.2, the

higher fraction of LS tasks in Cluster B limits the potential

power savings there.

Figure 3b compares the average number of tasks per ma-

chine on each cluster. Cluster A machines host on average

37 tasks while Cluster B machines host 80 tasks. The higher

number of tasks per machine in Cluster B can be explained

by the fact that it has newer CPUs with more cores. It is also

worth noting the very high variability of the task count in

Cluster B; the standard deviation is 36.

Figure 3c shows the fraction of time CPUJailing is active

over the machine utilization for the two clusters. If there are

not enough idle cores for the LS buffer allocation, CPUJail-

ing self-deactivates in a socket. The more often CPUJailing is

active, the more likely that LS and BE tasks do not run on

the same physical or logical core and the more effective

Turbo Control is. As expected, CPUJailing is more likely to

be inactive at high utilization since there are fewer idle cores

available for the LS buffer. CPUJailing is less active in Cluster

B due to its larger fraction of LS tasks.

4.2 Power Savings
To evaluate the effect of PACT on power consumption, we

measure the package power of each machine. The package

power includes the power consumed by the CPU cores, cache,

and other uncore components, e.g., the memory controller

and integrated graphics processors. Figure 4 examines how

the average power consumption varies as machine utilization

changes. In all different deployments the power consumption

goes up as utilization increases. Baseline consumes the most

power in both clusters while CPUJailing is slightly below

that. In Cluster A both Turbo Control and PACT achieve

significant power savings at low to medium utilization (up

to 60%). For utilization higher than 60% Turbo Control con-

verges to the behavior of Baseline and CPUJailing. This is

expected as the higher the utilization the more likely LS and

BE tasks are co-located and therefore Turbo Control is not

effective. However, PACT demonstrates significant power

savings for utilization up to 85%-90% by leveraging CPU-

Jailing to keep LS and BE tasks on separate sets of cores

and allowing Turbo Control to continue to throttle BE tasks.

The behavior of the mechanisms is the same in Cluster B

barring two interesting differences. Both deviations can by

explained by the higher ratio of LS tasks that are hosted in

Cluster B. First, there is not as big an opportunity for BE task

throttling as there is in Cluster A and thus the overall power

savings achieved by PACT are smaller. Second, LS tasks tend

to dominate the machine and get co-located with BE tasks

even in non-saturated machines. Hence, Turbo Control is

visibly worse than PACT even at low to medium utilization.
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(a) Fraction of cycles spent on LS
tasks

(b) Average task number permachine (c) % of time CPUJailing is active

Figure 3: Cluster characteristics.

(a) Cluster A (b) Cluster B

Figure 4: Power consumption as a function of machine utilization.

Figure 5a depicts the percentage-wise power savings be-

tween Baseline and PACT and reveals another difference

between the two clusters that is not immediately visible

from the previous charts. The power savings for Cluster A

remain consistent at about 12% as utilization increases while

those for Cluster B decrease. This behavior can be explained

by the fact that the fraction of time CPUJailing is active de-

creases more drastically at higher utilization in Cluster B

compared to Cluster A (Figure 3c). Next, we examine the

most important metric regarding power savings, i.e., the

normalized power consumption across the whole clusters

(Figure 5b). Turbo Control by itself can save about 8% and 1.6%
of total power in Clusters A and B respectively while with the
addition of CPUJailing the savings for PACT go up to 11.5%
and 6.5%.

We observe that CPUJailing by itself saves about 2.4% and

1.2% in the two clusters. Initially, this seems hard to explain

as CPUJailing does not change any power settings. However,

Figure 6 shows that these power savings can be attributed

to increased low power c-state occupancy. C-states are idle

power-saving states that a core enters when there is nothing

to execute. C0 is the default power state of when the core is

not idle. As a core’s c-state number increases, it consumes

less power but also has a higher wake-up latency.We observe

that cores in the two configurations with CPUJailing enabled

spend a larger fraction of the total time in the high C3/C6/C7

c-states as task execution is limited to a subset of the total

cores and more cores are idle. The lower high c-state occu-

pancy in Cluster B explains the reduced savings compared

to Cluster A.

4.3 Performance Metrics
We evaluate the effect of PACT on application performance

using two workload-independent metrics. As a proxy for
throughput we use instructions per core usage per sec-
ond with the goal of quantifying the progress made by the
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(a) Saved power with PACT

(b) Average power consumption in each cluster

Figure 5: Power saved in the two clusters.

application. For example, if a task completed 9,000,000 in-

structions using 4.5 cores over the past 2 seconds, "instruc-

tions per core usage per second" would be 9,000,000 / 4.5 / 2 =

1,000,000. Figure 7 shows the average normalized throughput

per application class per cluster. We observe that using Turbo

Control without CPUJailing leads to a lower throughput for

LS tasks by 6.5% and 1.7% for Clusters A and B respectively.

However, when CPUJailing is enabled by itself, the through-

put increases by 7.4% and 6.4%, while in PACT – when both

Turbo Control and CPUJailing are active – we obtain more

modest gains of 4.1% and 3.8%. BE task throughput decreases

by 10.9% for Cluster A and 9.7% for Cluster B when both

mechanisms are active. These numbers showcase the neces-

sity of CPUJailing and validate our claim from § 2 that the

frequency adjustment latency can lead to lower LS perfor-

mance if left unchecked.

Next, we want to see how the performance of applications

is affected if we control for frequency scaling. To achieve

that, we use the instructions-per-cycle (IPC) metric that

is relatively stable across well-behaved executions of appli-

cations, and is well anti-correlated with bad behavior caused

by antagonists [47]. In Figure 8 we observe that when CPU-

Jailing is enabled, regardless of the Turbo Control status, LS

IPC increases by about 4% due to improved isolation and

reduced interference. Interestingly, under PACT even the

IPC of BE tasks improves by 4% and 5% in the two clusters.

We suspect that this is due to the fact that BE tasks are not

always cpu-bound and by increasing their clock cycle we

hide high-latency events, such as LLC misses, that can stall

their execution.

Application-level Performance:One of the constraints
that we set early for PACT is that the performance of LS tasks

should not deteriorate. We have shown that that is the case

for the task IPC and instruction throughput. However, these

metrics are not always perfectly correlated with the applica-

tion performance as observed by users. To make sure that

PACT does not cause any adverse effects to LS performance

we conduct the following experiment. First, we select an

LS application consisting of many tasks that run on a large

number of machines. The selected workload is a knowledge

graph serving application that has response times in the

order of microseconds and runs on more than 6,000 hosts

spread across the different configuration sets providing a

statistical significant sample. We aggregate latency measure-

ments and plot the cumulative distribution function (CDF)

of request latency for machines that use the Baseline and

PACT configurations. Figure 9 shows that the CDF lines for

the two configurations overlap almost perfectly and thus

proves that PACT does not affect the latency profile of LS

applications.

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 CPUJailing as a stand-alone

mechanism
In Figure 7 we saw that CPUJailing by itself improves the

throughput of LS tasks by about 7%. This motivates us to

explore its potential usage as a stand-alone mechanism for

performance improvement, similar to Scavenger [17] and

PerfIso [16]. First, we need to analyze the behavior of LS

tasks under CPUJailing in more detail. Figure 10 shows the

LS throughput over the machine utilization for the different

configurations. Generally, the throughput is higher when

CPUJailing is enabled. However, there is an area at low uti-

lization (less than 35%) where CPUJailing leads to worse

performance. This behavior can be explained by the size of

the buffer for LS tasks. When CPUJailing is active, the buffer

size is equal to the LS utilization. LS tasks always "see" the

machine they run on as if it is at 50% utilization. Thus, their

throughput even for lower utilization is the same as at 50%.

There are two ways to handle this discrepancy. The first

is to embrace the increased performance predictability of-

fered by CPUJailing. The fact that the throughput is constant
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(a) Cluster A (b) Cluster B
Figure 6: C-states occupancy.

(a) LS Throughput (b) BE Throughput

Figure 7: Average throughput in the two clusters mea-
sured in Instructions/Core Usage/Second.

(a) LS IPC (b) BE IPC

Figure 8: Average Instructions-per-Cycle in the two
clusters.

across different utilization levels makes it easier for admin-

istrators and automated systems to provision servers for a

given workload. The other option is to provision a larger

LS buffer at low utilization in order for the CPUJailing and

PACT lines to match the shape of the Baseline line in the

low utilization range in Figure 10.

Figure 9: Latency CDF for a knowledge graph serving
application across 6,000 machines.

Figure 10: LS Throughput as a function of Utilization
in Cluster A.

5.2 The effect of PACT on total energy
consumption

As we demonstrated in Section 4.2, PACT reduces power con-

sumption. However, it is possible that PACT achieves lower

power usage with more overall energy consumption because
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the throttled workloads take too long to finish execution.

Below, we show that this is not the case.

We calculate the total energy consumed under PACT as

a function of the energy consumed under the original con-

figuration. We use the average throughput (in instructions

per second) for both LS and BE tasks and the average power

consumption for machines in cluster A. We made the choice

to combine LS and BE tasks as throughput is important for LS

applications as well, e.g., the requests-per-second metric for

a key-value store. Moreover, the fact that very few Google

applications waste cycles by busy-spinning makes instruc-

tion throughput a good proxy for application throughput

and forward progress. We make the assumption that the of-

fered load and therefore the total number of instructions for

execution is the same regardless of the operating frequency.

Energy
PACT

= PowerPACT ∗ Total_Execution_Time
PACT

= PowerPACT ∗
Instructions

Throughput
PACT

= 0.885 ∗ PowerBaseline ∗
Instructions

0.96 ∗ Throughput
Baseline

= 0.925 ∗ PowerBaseline ∗
Instructions

Throughput
Baseline

= 0.925 ∗ PowerBaseline

Using this model we expect the total energy consumption

to be reduced by 7.75% when PACT is enabled compared to

the original configuration. We must point out that this is a

conservative energy savings estimate since servers are never

powered off in Google’s data centers and the baseline power

is consumed even if the execution finishes earlier.

5.3 How would PACT compare against
other power-saving approaches?

We do not directly compare PACT with prior work because

no existing system could satisfy Google’s requirements. For

example, PerfISO [16] requires an offline training phase and

access to application-level data while it does not do power

management. Prior work that runs LS and BE tasks on differ-

ent pools of machines would also be ineffective. In Google,

machines are provisioned solely based on LS task require-

ments. BE tasks are used to fill the troughs in LS utilization.

If we were to run different classes on different machines, we

would need to provision the existing machines for LS tasks

plus an additional 50% of machines (based on the fact that

BE utilization is about 50% of the total) for BE tasks.

However, we believe that while the specific mechanisms

we propose are Google-specific, the general idea is applica-

ble to other environments. For example, in a setting where

application-level metrics were available, one could try replac-

ing CPUJailing with a mechanism that can leverage these

additional data such as PerfIso while retaining Turbo Con-

trol and PACT’s general design. Moreover, Google’s require-

ments are common for a wide range of large scale systems;

high utilization and BE/LS co-location improve efficiency

while cloud providers generally do not have visibility into

customers’ workloads.

5.4 Future Work
Other knobs: In PACT the only knob we use to adjust the

power consumption/performance trade-off for LS and BE

tasks is the BE task frequency. Other obvious knobs are the

LS task frequency and the relative share of cores for LS tasks

versus BE tasks. We chose to use the BE frequency knob

since it is the least disruptive for users; the other knobs

(LS frequency or LS/BE ratio) could lead to LS performance

degradation, an outcome that is unacceptable in our envi-

ronment. We believe that combining different knobs while

satisfying hard constraints regarding LS job performance

and predicting the resulting throughput/power trade-off in

a workload-agnostic manner is an open research question

worth exploring.

Incorporating Application Metrics: Recent changes in
Borg that allow jobs to self-report some performance met-

rics to the cluster manager might eventually lead to the

relaxation of the opaque-box constraint [34]. We believe

that the emergence of an environment where some tasks

provide application-level metrics while others do not do

so will result in interesting research challenges. Moreover,

it is an open question whether existing approaches using

application-level metrics such asHeracles [24] and Parties [7]

would be effective across thousands of different workloads.

6 RELATEDWORK
There are many systems with the goal of reducing power con-

sumption or improving CPU isolation. However, as shown

in Table 1 none other than PACT can meet Google’s require-

ments, i.e., save power in a data center environment while

employing a opaque-box approach. In the rest of this section

we analyze in depth a series of existing power saving and

performance isolation mechanisms.

6.1 Power Saving Mechanisms
There is a rich line of work on improving energy efficiency

through the use of processors’ power saving features. Li and

Martinez [21] use DVFS to reduce the energy consumption

of a single parallel workload running on a multi-core chip.

They dynamically adjust the number of active processors

and the chip-wide voltage and frequency levels by tracking

application progress. Teodorescu and Torellas [39] and Sen

and Wood [37] design power governors that operate at finer,
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Mechanism CPU Isolation Power Opaque-Box

PerfIso [16] ✓ ✗ ✗

Heracles [24] ✓ ✗ ✗

Pegasus [23] ✗ ✓ ✗

ixcp [31] ✗ ✓ ✗

Parties [7] ✗ ✓ ✗

Scavenger [17] ✓ ✗ ✓

PACT ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 1: PACT’s functionality compared to existing
power saving or CPU isolation approaches.

per-core scale with the goal of maximizing application per-

formance under a specified power budget. As a metric of per-

formance, they either use the instruction throughtput or the

weighted IPC of the applications. Their approach requires ex-

tensive knowledge about the behavior and the performance

of the throttled applications. Papadimitriou et al. [30] model

the performance, voltage, and power characteristics of an

ARM architecture. They use offline training to identify and

analyze the trade-offs between energy and performance at

different voltage and frequency combinations, as well as at

different thread scaling and core allocation configurations.

Kanev et al. [19] bring power management to the data

center era by examining the effect of c-states and DVFS on

the performance and power consumption of cloud work-

loads. CARB [46], WASP [45], and DynSleep [10] achieve

power savings through deep sleep c-states while retaining

tail latency constraints. Pegasus [23] adjusts voltage and fre-

quency at regular intervals in response to changes in the

application-reported latency. Rubik [20] monitors the per-

formance of LS workloads and uses a statistic performance

model to adjust frequencies at sub-millisecond granularity to

save power while meeting the target tail latency. `DPM [9]

is a dynamic power management scheme that coordinates

request delaying, per-core sleep states, and frequency scal-

ing. Similar to Rubik, it requires access to application-level

latency data. TailCut [8] follows a distributed approach and

reduces power consumption in search engine clusters by

identifying and killing stragglers. Sen and Halverson [36]

and Tsirogiannis et al. [41] focus on the database domain

and implement specialized power management for OLTP

workloads. Finally, ixcp [31] monitors the request queue

lengths of low latency networked applications and makes

core assignment and frequency scaling decisions.

6.2 Isolation Mechanisms
There is significant work in systems that make feedback-

based resource allocation decisions using application-level

metrics. Heracles [24] uses hardware mechanisms to adjust

batch tasks’ resources according to the primary task’s per-

formance. Elfen [44] co-locates tasks on the same CPU only

when the primary’s performance is not negatively affected.

TEMM [48] and RubikColoc [20] assume that the bottleneck

is the last level cache or the main memory bandwidth and use

DVFS and CPU share throttling to limit abusers. Quasar [12]

uses machine learning techniques to infer interference pat-

terns and make placement decisions. PARTIES [7] is a re-

source manager that enables the co-location of multiple LS

services without QoS violations. In contrast, CPUJailing does

not need application-level performance metrics or profiling.

It can be combined with such approaches to act as a second-

level isolation mechanism.

Scavenger [17] is one of the first systems to adopt an

opaque-box approach when assigning processor resources. It

uses IPC data to track the effect BE tasks have on foreground

VMs and regulate CPU, last-level cache, memory capacity,

and network bandwidth. CPUJailing focuses on CPU-level

isolation and works in conjunction with other mechanisms

that manage different resources. CPUJailing’s goal is not to

regulate the CPU usage of BE tasks but to make sure that

they execute on different cores than the LS ones while they

suffer the minimum possible performance penalty.

PerfIso [16] is the system that most closely resembles

CPUJailing. It runs a single LS task on a different set of cores

than BE tasks while it allocates a set of buffer cores to handle

load spikes. Its main differences from CPUJailing are a) that

it requires offline profiling of the LS task of interest in order

to determine the buffer size and b) that it only supports the

co-location of a single LS task with BE jobs. Hence, it is

not suitable for shared clusters where each server may be

running tens of LS tasks belonging to different users.

Another line of work uses statistical methods to model

the performance of applications in shared clusters. Bubble-

Up [26] and Bubble-flux [43], similarly to TEMM, focus on

last-level cache and memory bandwidth interference and

predict performance degradation using offline and online ap-

proaches respectively. CPI
2
[47] uses long-term CPI patterns

to identify stragglers and antagonists of latency-sensitive

tasks. HipsterCo [28] uses reinforcement learning to place

tasks on heterogeneous systems.

Finally, there are effective but very invasive isolation so-

lutions. Arachne [32] is a threading library that controls

thread-to-core-placement and allows the co-location of la-

tency critical and background applications with small per-

formance impact. Shenango [29] reallocates cores across

applications at very fine scale while Shinjuku [18] uses very

frequent and low-overhead preemption to reduce the latency

penalty of co-location. Such approaches can maximize the ef-

ficiency of data centers by allowing for almost full utilization

but require extensive code changes and thus are not directly

applicable to existing applications and operating systems.
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7 CONCLUSION
This paper demonstrates that it is possible to achieve signif-

icant power savings through DVFS in highly-utilized data

centers by leveraging the different application classes’ SLOs.

We introduced Turbo Control, a novel mechanism that uses

per-thread dynamic frequency scaling to selectively throttle

BE tasks and reduce power consumption without affecting

the throughput or latency profile of LS tasks. We proposed

CPUJailing as an isolation mechanism that runs LS and BE

tasks in separate sets of cores, extending Turbo Control’s ap-

plicability to achieve considerable power savings regardless

of server utilization. PACT, combining Turbo Control with

CPUJailing, evaluated across thousands of workloads and

nodes in Google’s production data centers, reduces cluster-

wide package power consumption by 9% on average and

improves the performance of LS tasks by 4% while degrading

BE performance by only 10%.
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